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Abstract
The supply and processing of materials for highly stressed components are usually cost-intensive. Efforts to achieve cost
and resource efficiency lead to more complex structures and contours. Additive manufacturing steps for component repair
and production offer significant economic advantages. Machining needs to be coordinated with additive manufacturing
steps in a complementary way to produce functional surfaces suitable for the demands. Regarding inhomogeneity and
anisotropy of the microstructure and properties as well as production-related stresses, a great deal of knowledge is still
required for efficient use by small- and medium-size enterprises, especially for the interactions of subsequent machining of
these difficult-to-machine materials. Therefore, investigations on these influences and interactions were carried out using
a highly innovative cost-intensive NiCrMo alloy (IN725). These alloys are applied for claddings as well as for additive
component manufacturing and repair welding using gas metal arc welding processes. For the welded specimens, the adequate
solidification morphology, microstructure and property profile were investigated. The machinability in terms of finishing
milling of the welded surfaces and comparative analyses for ultrasonic-assisted milling processes was examined focussing
on surface integrity. It was shown that appropriate cutting parameters and superimposed oscillating of the milling tool in the
direction of the tool rotation significantly reduce the mechanical loads for tool and workpiece surface. This contributes to
ensure a high surface integrity, especially when cutting has to be carried out without cooling lubricants.

Keywords WAAM · IN725 · Machining · Ultrasonic-assisted milling · Residual stresses · Cutting forces ·
Surface integrity · Microstructure

1 Introduction

In order to meet the demands for reduced release of
greenhouse gases, process emissions from the industry
need to be considerably decreased through greater energy,
resource and material efficiency. To achieve this goal,
facility components that are exposed to corrosive and
tribological stresses as well as high thermal and mechanical
loads are particularly critical. Both the acquisition and
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processing of materials for such combined stresses, such
as nickel and cobalt-chromium alloys, are cost-intensive.
Furthermore, today’s efforts to achieve cost and resource
efficiency increasingly lead to lightweight construction and
thus to more complex structures and contours. In this
context, the use of additive manufacturing (AM) steps to
repair components, apply protective coatings or to form
entire components is often associated with significant
ecological advantages.

As described in [1], in some cases, additive manufactur-
ing is the only way to achieve an economical component
production. Examples can be found for components in tool,
turbine or plant construction. In addition, most applications
require particularly high dimensional accuracy and integrity
of the component surfaces due to safety, cost and techno-
logical aspects. For the repair and manufacture of highly
stressed, cost-intensive components, additive and machin-
ing manufacturing steps can be used in a complementary
manner as it is discussed in [2]. The focus is particularly on
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cost-intensive materials for high-temperature applications
such as NiCrMo alloys. Due to the very difficult-to-machine
nature of these alloys, the combined additive and machin-
ing production has a particularly high economic potential
for these applications. For this purpose, however, it is
urgently necessary to coordinate the technologies in a tar-
geted manner in order to generate the often-times complex
final contours precisely on the one hand and to economi-
cally produce functional surfaces suitable for the demands
on the other hand. For the economic use of such combined
processes, important questions still need to be clarified.
In particular, this concerns metallurgy, inhomogeneity and
anisotropy of the special microstructure and properties in
the generation of metals, which was for instance discussed
in an overview work recently for powder bed fusion AM
process by Malekipour and El-Mounayri [3]. Following the
work of Nadammal et al. [4] especially in NiCrMo alloys,
e. g. IN718, care should be taken regarding the AM pro-
cessing parameters and build-up strategy, since these largely
determine the residual stresses and microstructure in the
produced components. In addition, the property changes and
stresses in the boundary zones of the components caused
by the machining of these difficult-to-machine materials are
also important for the resulting component performance,
especially when used in highly stressed safety-relevant com-
ponents as discussed in [5].

According to most recent work focusing the connection
between machining condition and service performance of
components, it was summed by Yue et al. [6] that in most
cases theoretical approaches or modelling is not necessarily
leading to the intended result, but is preferably be clarified
by means of experimental data. This is to be further
emphasized by the issue of manufacturing conditions
due to welding generation. Furthermore, these issues of
reliable achievement of a stress-appropriate surface integrity
are also linked to a series of questions and research
priorities that have evolved in recent years. Wojciechowski
et al. particularly include as current major problems and
directions concerning hard-to-machine materials novel
production and machining techniques as well as production
or machining optimization methods and novel measurement
or characterization techniques [7].

The microstructure of additive manufactured compo-
nents differs significantly in comparison to those produced
conventionally, e. g. by means of as cast or wrought alloys
[8]. In particular this concerns the size of grains and the
type, shape and size of precipitates, and therefore specific
impacts on the performance in machining processes have
to be anticipated. Moreover, the surface morphology of the
generated component and the possibilities to control or pre-
dict it certainly will play a significant role in the selection
of optimal finishing processes and machining conditions
or strategies in the future, as has been shown by Jozwik

et al. for the laser-based powder bed fusion AM process at
Ti–6Al–4V [9]. However, investigations into the combina-
tion of additive and machining manufacturing processes are
recently primarily based on laser technologies. In addition
to laser-based processes, welding processes with high pro-
duction and application rates and high industrial availability
are essential for economical use. Hoefer et al., therefore,
experimentally compared the plasma powder deposition
welding (plasma transferred arc, PTA) and the gas metal
arc welding (GMAW) processes for the application in AM
of components [10]. Both processes are the most important
candidates for high productivity AM. Besides, significant
higher deposition rate and material utilization of wire arc
additive manufacturing (WAAM) in comparison to PTA
processes a very high level of development, e. g. modified
process variants are available for this technology. In addi-
tion to achieving the mechanical-technological properties,
the stresses in the component during additive manufactur-
ing must be minimized to prevent failures during component
production. In many cases, the final mechanical proper-
ties of components made of NiCrMo alloys generated by
welding are adjusted by post weld heat treatment (PWHT),
whereby the residual stresses in the component are almost
entirely released [11].

The repair or welding generation of components with
high build-up rates combined with the generation of defined
contours and functional surfaces for complex geometries
requires finishing machining, for metals usually with a
geometrically defined cutting edge. For finishing processes,
the surface quality and in particular the residual stresses
introduced as well as property changes in the peripheral
zone are crucial [5, 6]. Ulutan and Ozel concluded that
the resulting surface integrity depends on the complex
interaction of topographic (roughness, waviness, including
defects), metallurgical (microstructural alteration) and
mechanical (residual stresses, strain hardening) influences
[12], see Fig. 1a. Especially in the case of materials
for highly stressed components, such as Ni alloys,
machinability is often very challenging due to high strength
and toughness as well as the associated high cutting
forces, frequently occurring hard precipitation, low heat
conduction and the affinity for strain hardening. As tool
wear is an issue in machining of hard-to-machine alloys,
this was investigated by Singh et al. for IN718 [13]. The
authors provided two evolutionary optimization methods
for machining conditions to reduce tool wear for milling
of IN718 under different cooling conditions. It was found
that minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) exhibited the
best performance and that cutting speed has dominant
influence regarding flank wear. Nieslony et al. analysed the
cutting forces and surface morphology in dependence of
different tools for drilling explosively clad Ti-steel plates
[14]. It could be shown that dependent on the applied
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Fig. 1 External, internal features and influences after machining
constituting the surface integrity [12, 19] (a), surface morphology of a
white layer according to [15, 17] (b)

tools, a change in the microstructure and, therefore, material
properties has a significant influence on the process and
on the surface morphology. Besides defects and external
features of the surface, unfavourable milling process
conditions may lead to unwanted subsurface morphology,
called white layer formation, as for instance shown in [15–
17], and an extensive a zone of plastic deformation, e. g.
found by Dargusch et al. [18], see Fig. 1b. Today, these
tremendous challenges are increasingly addressed by hybrid
machining processes, which was shown by M’Saoubi et
al. for aerospace materials [19]. In [20] it was found that
for grinding of silica glass the superposition of the cutting
motion with ultrasonic oscillation in the axial direction is
suitable in order to minimize process forces, temperatures
and tool wear and to increase the surface quality. Several
other authors reported similar results for ultrasonic-assisted
grinding of glass and ceramics. The authors of [21]
provide an overview of a number of these results. Hence,
recently this process is state-of-the-art for grinding of many
innovative hard and brittle materials.

Moreover, Khanna et al. observed a microchipping effect
and thereby decreased surface roughness for ultrasonic-
assisted turning of a NiCrCo alloy (Nimonic-90) in
comparison to a conventional turning process [22]. Similar
positive effects have been found for ultrasonic-assisted
milling (USAM). Ni et al. achieved a significant reduction
of the cutting forces and improvement of the surface quality
when applying USAM at Ti–6Al–4V in comparison to
conventional milling process [23]. It could be shown that the
force reduction is the result of a superimposed movement
in the range of the oscillation amplitude (up to 14μm) of
the cutting edge, which is mainly in the cutting direction
and therefore reduce the net cutting time and the tool-
workpiece contact rate. Similar results could be shown
by Rinck et al. likewise at Ti–6Al–4V [24]. It has also
been observed that USAM provides beneficial results in
the milling of fibre reinforced plastics [25]. The authors
found no reduction in cutting force, but the best workpiece
quality regarding the quality criterion fibre pull-out and
significantly decreased dust generation when using USAM.
In [26] the effect of USAM for face milling of Ni alloy
IN718 on the surface integrity was analysed. The authors
observed almost no reduction in cutting forces and no
considerable benefit for surface quality. However, it has to
be noted that ultrasonic oscillation of the cutting edge in the
investigated case of face milling was perpendicular to the
cutting direction. The oscillation mainly occurs along the
axis of the cutting edge for face milling; thus, the positive
effects, as described by Ni et al. [23], were almost entirely
suppressed. Still, the influence of USAM processes on the
surface integrity of difficult-to-machine materials such as
NiCrMo alloys has not yet been the subject of research yet.
As a result of the effects and interactions on the surface
and component integrity of the special microstructures of
additively manufactured components due to subsequent
machining processes, further knowledge is required for
highly economical manufacturing and repair technologies
for highly stressed components. Investigations in this area
have not been carried out to date but are urgently required.

Furthermore, recent research focussed rather on the
microstructural changes induced due to machining, in most
cases omitting the effects on the milling process due
to the component manufacturing-related changes in the
microstructure. Therefore, particularly due to the increasing
relevance of additive manufacturing steps, an intensified
consideration of the characteristic microstructures resulting
from the generative component welding process is crucial,
and the impact on subsequent finishing processes for the
machining of defined surfaces is analysed in this study.
Moreover, it should not be left unmentioned that finishing
operations, typically ball nose end milling, have not yet
been the subject of systematic investigations for USAM
of difficult-to-machine materials either, and are therefore
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considered in more detail in this study. Although, in
several studies for conventional ball end milling optimal
parameters were found. Concerning process forces and
vibrations for precision ball end milling of hardened steel
an optimal inclination angle of 45◦ was found [27]. Wang
et al. analysed ball end milled specimens from IN718 and
showed that the state of residual stresses is strongly affected
by cutting conditions. The authors indicated that thermal
effects due to milling process induce rather tensile stresses
and mechanical effects rather compressive stresses into the
component surface [28]. However, with the application of
ball end milling tools, a specific optimization of the cutting
process may be enabled for the most efficient utilization of
the beneficial effects due to USAM process depending on
the inclination or lead angle of the tool. This issue was not
investigated up to date.

A NiCrMo alloy with high strength at high temperatures
and at the same time very high resistance to corrosion is
IN725 (UNS N07725), with specifications given in [29] by
the producer Special Metals Corp. As Shoemaker shows in
[30], IN725 is therefore being increasingly used in many
different applications, such as aerospace, plant engineering
and construction, e. g. petrochemistry, or even for use
in seawater. In its modified form, INCO-WELD filler
metal 725NDUR provides an excellent weldability and is
highly suitable for welding repairs, coatings and generative
manufacturing steps using GMAW processes. In the present
work, the influences of subsequent ablative machining
steps by conventional and ultrasonic-assisted milling on the
peripheral zone properties of IN725 samples generated by
wire arc additive manufacturing were therefore analysed
with the aim of achieving safe and economical component
production. Two main aspects, first the reduction of cutting
forces and the resulting residual stresses and second the
reduction of an unwanted subsurface morphology change
due to ultrasonic-assisted milling, will be shown. For this
purpose, investigations were carried out on the quantitative
influence of the manufacturing parameters on the cutting
forces and the essential aspects of surface integrity by means
of instrumented milling experiments.

2 Experimental

For the experiments, IN725 by means of solid welding wire
(INCO-WELD 725NDUR) were welded to a sandblasted
steel plate (S355, length= 200mm × width= 50mm
× thickness= 20mm). The parameters for the automated
GMAW process are listed in Table 1.

The chemical composition of the as-welded IN725
specimen was analysed using optical emission spectroscopy
(OES) and can be found in Table 2. The typical transverse
mechanical properties of alloy INCO-WELD 725NDUR

Table 1 Parameters for GMA welding of INCO-WELD 725NDUR

Welding Wire feeding Distance

speed speed between lines

45 cm/min 7.5m/min 4mm

Welding current Shielding Interpass

and voltage gas temperatures

178A 97.5% Ar, 100 to

21.1V 2.5% CO2 150 ◦C

after recommended PWHT at room temperature could be
achieved and are given in Table 3.

After welding of several layers to ensure a weld thickness
of approx. 10mm, the weld was cut in six 20-mm-
long specimens, cf. Fig. 2a. The weld metal was than
separated from the base plate and machined to cuboids
(28mm × 18mm × 8mm) in the as-welded condition, cf.
Fig. 2b. The cuboid specimens were then heat treated
after the rouging process, which is also recommended in
the processing instructions of the material producer before
finishing machining. The PWHT was performed in the
following steps, as also recommended by the material
producer:

– Solution annealing for 1 h at 1038 ◦C,
– Aging for 8 h at 732 ◦C and 8 h at 620 ◦C.

For microstructure analysis before and after PWHT per-
pendicular to the weld direction, two cross-section speci-
mens were cut out of the weld. After the PWHT, machin-
ing experiments were carried out using finishing milling
of the upper side of the cuboid specimens in the DMG-
MORI DMU65 five-axis machining centre, which was
modified for ultrasound-assisted milling. Figure 2c shows
an overview of the experimental setup. A dynamometer by
Kistler was used to measure the cutting forces (Ff, feed
force; FfN, normal feed force and Fp, passive force). The
ultrasonic oscillation during milling is initiated by piezo
actuators in the milling tool adaptor in the direction of
tool rotation. The maximum amplitude of the oscillation is
approx. 10μm at resonance frequency. The resonance fre-
quency depends mainly on the weight of the milling tool
and the tool holder and was determined for the finishing
milling tests at fUS = (47.8 ± 0.2) kHz. The sampling rate
of cutting force measurement was 7184Hz and, thus, much
smaller unable to acquire ultrasonic oscillation.

Table 2 Chemical composition of the tested weld metal (INCO-
WELD 725NDUR, in %

Ni Cr Mo Mn Nb Ti Fe

54.6 24.8 5.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 Bal.
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Table 3 Typical transverse
mechanical properties of alloy
725NDUR after PWHT at
room temperature

Yield strength Tensile strength CVN Impact Elongation Reduction in area

in MP in MPa in J in % in %

909 1181 57 25 30

A solid carbide radius cutter with a diameter of 14mm
was used as milling tool. The ball nose end mill according
to DIN 6527L (FIRE 3050, type N by Gühring) is charac-
terized by four flutes, right hand cutting direction and no
cutting edge radius. The milling parameters were selected
according to the tool manufacturer’s recommendation for
the material (group S) to be machined, see Table 4. In all
tests, the tool was tilted at an angle of 45◦ to the feed
direction and of 45◦ to the feed perpendicular direction, see
Fig. 3. In addition to the use of ultrasonic assistance while
milling, the step over ae and the use of cooling lubricant
were varied in the tests.

Fig. 2 Welded specimens on steel substrate plate (a), the cuboid
specimens after PWHT and after finishing milling (b), and overview
picture of the experimental setup for milling experiments (c)

After milling experiments the surface integrity of the
specimens was analysed. Topography was investigated for
roughness using a contact profilometer and for surface
condition/defects using light microscopy and scanning
electron microscope (SEM). The subsurface morphology
and metallurgy were analysed at cross sections using
SEM and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analyses,
respectively.

EBSD measurements were performed with a dual beam
microscope Helios Nanolab 600 (FEI) using a CHANNEL
5 EBSD system of the company Oxford. The images were
taken at 20 kV accelerating voltage and a probe current
of 0.69 nA. For the SEM images, a low-kV high-contrast
detector (vCD), which detects high-energy backscattered
electrons (BSE), was applied. The image contrast in BSE
images is mainly determined by the element composition
and topography of the surface. In addition, BSE images
show a high orientation contrast which can be used to
visualize the grain structure of the material.

The mechanical influences on the surface and subsurface
were examined by means of residual stress analyses using
X-ray diffraction (XRD), see Fig. 4. The penetration depth
of this measuring method is only 5μm. By electro polishing
of the specimens, the measurement of depth profiles of
the residual stresses could be derived. Polishing parameters
were 20 s at 20V, which resulted in an ablated layer
thickness of approx. 10μm.

3 Results

3.1Weldmicrostructure

Figure 5 shows the microstructure of alloy 725NDUR
overlay welds in comparison before and after the PWHT.
Comparing Fig. 5a and b reveals that the dendritic structure
has largely dissolved in the microstructure after PWHT.
Furthermore, some grain boundaries with precipitates had
formed. In the bright areas, precipitates are obvious.
Typically, the structure of the precipitation-hardening IN725
after heat treatment consists of an FCC matrix with finely
dispersed γ ’ and γ ” precipitates. The γ ’ precipitates are
Ni3(Al,Ti) in an ordered FCC L12 crystal structure. The
γ ” phase is typically Ni3(Nb,Al,Ti) and has an ordered
tetragonal DO22 crystal structure [31]. Both γ ’ and γ ”
precipitates are soluble for elements such as Co, Cr, Nb and
Mo. Besides a subordinate occurrence of η and δ phases,
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Table 4 Cutting parameters and parameter variation for machining experiments

Lead angle λ = −45◦ Cutting speed vc = 42m/min Feed per tooth fz = 0.031mm

Tilt angle θ = −45◦ Depth of cut ap = 0.2mm Ultrasonic frequency tooth fUS = (47.8 ± 0.2) kHz

Test no. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ultrasonic assistance No Yes No Yes No Yes

Cooling lubricant Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Step over ae in mm 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

according to literature, precipitates of carbides such as MC
(Ti and Nb-rich) and M23C6 (Cr-rich) are known and can be
observed particularly distinctly when comparing Fig. 5c and
d in the microstructure after PWHT. The granular structure
of the welded material can be made visible via EBSD,
Fig. 5e, f. In comparison to rolled products, the grain size is
large, due to the additive manufacturing process of welding
and the PWHT. Major defects in the welded material have
not been observed.

3.2 Machining process

During machining of all specimens, the occurring machin-
ing forces were measured. Figure 6 shows the cutting forces
during a milling test (test 1) for one machining pass (a) and
one tool rotation (b). The cutting forces are distinguished
into feed force, normal feed force and passive force. The
forces correspond to the coordinate system of the specimen
for x, y and z, respectively. A force peak occurs when a
tool cutting edge engages the surface. Due to the four cut-
ting edges of the tool, four force peaks are caused by one

Fig. 3 Technical drawing, specimen and tool dimensions and setup for
finishing milling experiments

tool rotation. The greatest amount of force is caused by
the passive force in the z-direction, since the cutting edge
of the tool penetrates the workpiece surface from above in
down cutting. At the same time, down cutting also causes an
increase in force against the x-direction, because the cutting
movement (i. e. the peeling of the chip) takes place against
the feed direction. Therefore, the feed forces have a negative
sign. The normal feed forces in the y-direction are mainly
caused by the inclined penetration into the tool surface and
the inclined peeling cut of the cutting edge of the ball nose
end mill. The passive forces are the highest in comparison
to the feed and normal feed forces, as the maximum reac-
tion force is encountered during the process of penetration
of the cutting edge of the tool into the workpiece surface.
However, the amounts or the proportions of the force com-
ponents depend strongly on the tilt and the lead angle of the
milling tool as described by [32]. For the same configura-
tion of tool and workpiece, in particular tilt and lead angle
as well as tool conditions, the cutting forces are comparable
for each machining test. In these investigations, therefore,
the resulting forces of the three force components were
determined by means of Eq. 1, cf. Fig. 6c.

Fres =
√

F 2
p + F 2

fN + F 2
f (1)

90°

45° 0°

20 mm

x y

z

parameters for X-ray
diffraction analysis
measuring mode sin2

radiation
detector Linear solid state
diffraction line 311

156°
collimator Ø 3 mm
tube power 30 kV / 6.7 mA

-tilting 0° to ± 45°
-Step 9

measuring time 3 s to 5 s

Fig. 4 Parameters for XRD residual stress analyses of the finish milled
specimen surfaces; measurement directions: 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ to feed
direction
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Fig. 5 Weld microstructure: before (a, c) and after PWHT (b, d), EBSD mapping of weld microstructure after PWHT at two different regions of
the weld (e, f); modified V2A-etchant (a, b), Adler etchant (c, d)

It was observed that cutting forces are significantly lower
for ultrasonic-assisted milling, see Fig. 7, for all three force
components and the resulting cutting force in comparison
between tests 3 and 4.

As described in [23], the force reduction is primarily
due to the reduced contact time caused by the ultrasonic
oscillation frequency of the cutting edge being multiple

times higher than the cutting speed. Another effect of the
oscillation is a reduced friction coefficient between the
cutting edge and the workpiece surface.

Due to the same tilt and lead angle and tool condition
in the entire test matrix, the mean values of the resulting
cutting forces could be determined for all tests to compare
the influences of the milling parameters on the cutting

Fig. 6 Cutting forces Fp, Ff, FfN(t) during a milling test (test 1, with cooling lubricant, no ultrasonic assistance, ae = 0.1mm) for one machining
pass (a), one tool rotation (b) and resulting cutting force Fres(t) (c)
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Fig. 7 Comparison of passive forces Fp (a), normal feed forces FfN (b)
and feed forces Ff (c) and the resulting forces Fres (d) for two milling
experiments (tests 3 and 4) without and with ultrasonic assistance

forces. For this purpose, an analysis of the individual peaks
of all cutting edge engagements measured in the tests has
been carried out. The average of the maximum resulting
cutting force Fr,max and the mean cutting force during the

Fig. 8 Schematic for determination of the tool engagement time te
and of the area under the force peaks AFr for calculation of aver-
age cutting forces (a); average resulting max. resulting forces Fr,max
(standard deviation s = 9.65N) and average resulting mean resulting

forces Fr,m (standard deviation s = 6.15N) vs. step over ae and
application of ultrasonic assistance (b) and vs. application of cooling
lubricant and of ultrasonic assistance (c)

engagement time Fr,m was determined for all engagements
using Eq. 2, cf. Fig. 8a,

Fr,max =
∑

Fr,max(peak)

Npeak
and Fr,m =

∑ AF r
te

(peak)

Npeak
(2)

taking in to account the amount of cutting edge engage-
ments Npeak. Hence, the area under the force peaks AFr

was divided by the true engagement time te of the cutting
edge (width of the force peaks) disregarding the time with
no engagement of the tool tn during the time of tool rota-
tion tr for the complete measured data set. This allowed a
direct quantitative comparison between the measured cut-
ting forces for all measured milling tracks with a high
statistical reliability, see Fig. 8b, c. It reveals that ultrasonic
assistance during milling results in all cases to a signifi-
cant reduction of the cutting forces. The decrease in cutting
force is lower if a small step over is applied. For a step
over of ae = 0.3mm and applied cooling lubricant, the
force reduction is approx. 11%. The absence of cooling
lubricant leads to higher cutting forces in case of conven-
tional milling. With ultrasonic assistance especially at dry
milling, a remarkable reduction of mean and maximum cut-
ting forces can be achieved as it is shown in Fig. 8c. Hence,
the cutting forces decreased by approx. 20% compared to
conventional milling. In case of no ultrasonic assistance, the
mean cutting forces are about 10N higher for dry machining
in comparison to the application of cooling lubricants.

3.3 Surface integrity

Surface defects and topography The first significant dif-
ferences between the milled samples have been already
observed when examining the morphology using light
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Fig. 9 Morphology of specimen surfaces for all milling experiments using light microscopy (F, flash; LG, long grooves; SM, smeared material;
MF, microfracture; MD, metal debris; S, streak; UP, ultrasonic pattern)

microscopy, as shown in Fig. 9. Conventional milling with
low step over (ae = 0.1mm) leads to the formation of
finer streaks, whereas increased step over results in longer
grooves in the workpiece surface due to scraping by the
cutting edge of the milling tool. The omission of cooling

lubricants in conventional milling also leads to microcracks
and adhesion of chips and to an overall high density of
defects on the surface. In the case of an additional superposi-
tion with ultrasound oscillation during milling, an ultrasonic
pattern is visible on all samples but almost no streaks or

Fig. 10 Investigation of surface defects of specimen surfaces for all milling experiments using SEM (F, flash; LG, long grooves; SM, smeared
material; MF, microfracture; MD, metal debris; S, streak; UP, ultrasonic pattern)
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grooves on the surfaces. The characteristic ultrasonic pat-
tern is due to the combined oscillation of the cutting edge
of the tool towards the workpiece surface and laterally to
cutting direction during cutting. Which relative movement
prevails depends on the angle of incidence of the radius
cutter to the workpiece surface and on the tool geometry.
Ultimately, the pattern is due to the fact that in this case
the frequency of the ultrasonic oscillation is a multiple in
relation to the spindle or cutting speed. It should also be
noted that, in the finishing milling experiment without cool-
ing lubricant, by using ultrasonic assistance a surface with
a fairly low defect density is achieved in comparison to the
conventional milling processes.

Figure 10 shows examples for surface defects found on
the milled surfaces of the samples using SEM investigation.
As with the light microscopic images in Fig. 9, the stripe
formation and grooves become more intense with increasing
step over and the number and size of defects increases with
dry milling. In ultrasonic-assisted milling, the ultrasonic
pattern is visible instead of streaks and grooves. Metal
debris and smeared material can be observed on the surface
of the dry milled sample. However, microfracture and large
areas of smeared material and flashes, as in conventional
milling, do not occur. Here, too, a lower density and size of
defects due to ultrasonic milling could be observed.

Regarding the roughness of the specimen surfaces, it can
be observed that step over value and the use of cooling
lubricant have significant influence. Higher step over and
dry milling increase Ra and Rt. Considering the use of
ultrasonic assistance during milling, the roughness values
are at a similar height with a tendency to lower values,
primarily for omission of cooling lubricant, see Fig. 11.
After dry milling, also a considerable lower standard
deviation for the Ra and Rt values is present when USAM
was applied, which could be traced back to the lower density
of severe surface defects compared to conventional milled
specimens.

Subsurface morphology The subsurface area of the two
test specimens milled under wet condition with a high step
over is shown in Fig. 12a and b. It reveals that without
the ultrasonic assistance subsurface deformations and
possible transformation induced twinning are detectable.
Furthermore, a pronounced surface layer with a uniform
microstructure as described by other authors, i. e. by
Umbrello [15], as “featureless structure” can be found
indicating white layer formation, cf. Fig. 12c. Applying
ultrasonic-assisted milling, the extent of plastic deformation
zones is significantly smaller and no pronounced white layer
formation occurs. This allows the implication that there are
different properties of the surface as a result of the two
milling process conditions. Especially, the smaller extent of
the plastic deformation zone without white layer formation

Fig. 11 Measured roughness Ra (a), Rt (b) and standard deviation of
specimen surfaces

provides a significantly higher surface integrity avoiding
potential premature crack initiation and propagation, which
is crucial, for instance in the face of elevated corrosive
stresses affecting the components. Figure 12d shows the
subsurface grains observed with EBSD mapping. Due to the
subsurface deformation and the microstructure within the
featureless structure, the measurement directly beyond the
surface is hardly possible, which was observed by several
other authors analysing white layer formation, as described
by Thakur and Gangopadhyay [33]. The decreasing amount
of points that could be assessed is evident towards the
machined edge specimen cross section, especially in the
proposed white layer formation.

Residual stresses In Table 5 all residual stress values of
the finish milled specimens are shown. From the stresses
analysed in three directions (σ rs

x , σ rs
y and σ rs

45◦ ), the principal
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Fig. 12 SEM image of cross sections of milled specimens of test 3
(a) and test 4 (b); detail of surface plastic deformation zone and white
layer of test 3: SEM analysis (c) and EBSD mapping (d)

residual stresses (σ rs
1 and σ rs

2 ) were calculated, using Eqs. 3
and 4:

σ rs
1 = (σ rs

x + σ rs
y )/2

+
√

(σ rs
45◦ − σ rs

x +σ rs
y

2 )2 + (
σ rs
x +σ rs

y
2 − σ rs

y )2 (3)

σ rs
2 = (σ rs

x + σ rs
y )/2

−
√

(σ rs
45◦ − σ rs

x +σ rs
y

2 )2 + (
σ rs
x +σ rs

y
2 − σ rs

y )2 (4)

The initial residual stress level of the heat-treated
specimens is max. σ rs

1 = 18 ± 14MPa. It is obvious
that the residual stresses transverse to the feed direction
are lower than in feed direction. The highest values can
be found 45◦ to feed direction, which also represents the
approximately cutting direction due to the configuration of
tool and workpiece, cf. cutting marks in Figs. 9 and 10.
Overall, the residual stresses are decreased for the lower step
over of ae = 0.1mm (tests 1 and 2) in comparison to step
over of ae = 0.3mm (tests 3 to 6).

For further comparison, Fig. 13a shows an effect diagram
of the maximum principal stress values σ rs

1 as a function
of the use of ultrasonic assistance and step over of ae for
cooling lubricant condition. It could be observed that the
lowest residual stress level is induced into the surface if
ultrasonic assistance was applied during milling for smaller
step over values.

The highest principal residual stress can be found for
conventional milling without cooling lubricant application
with a step over of ae = 0.3mm, cf. Fig. 13b. Ultrasonic
assistance is capable to reduce these tensile residual stresses
at the surface by factor 2. For tests 1 and 2, the depth profiles
of the principal residual stresses σ rs

1 (z) are compared in
Fig. 13c. For both milled specimens, the highest tensile
residual stresses are directly at the surface. Note that the
measuring depth via XRD for this material and the given
tube power is of approx. 5μm and decreases with increasing
inclination angle. The XRD analysis system enables a
depth correction for stress profile measurement considering
high stress gradients in depth direction z due to the
depth information and measurement results of the different
inclination angles. For conventional milling the tensile
stresses are significantly higher at over 400MPa compared
to the value for milling with ultrasonic assistance at approx.
170MPa. The residual stresses decrease at a distance from
surface of 10μm to compressive values for both cases.
With increasing depth, the residual stresses remain in
compressive range for milling with ultrasonic assistance and
vary around the transition between compressive and tensile
range for the conventionally milled specimen. It is observed
that starting from the depth of 20μm, the residual stresses
increase again. For the conventionally milled specimen,
the increase proceeds to 40μm depth and to 130MPa
tensile residual stress. It may be assumed that this is due
to subsurface deformation, as the increase also occurs for
the with ultrasonic assistance milled specimen, but only
reaches −80MPa compressive residual stresses and only
occurs to a depth of 30μm. Considerable compressive
residual stresses are present at a depth of 50μm for both
specimens, approx. −300MPa for the specimen milled
with ultrasonic assistance and approx. −150MPa for the
conventionally milled specimen. Presumably, these residual
compressive stresses are due to balancing residual stresses

Table 5 Measured surface residual stresses and calculated principal residual stresses of the finish milled specimens

Test no. Initial 1 2 3 4 5 6

σ rs
x In feed direction [MPa] 4 ± 10 16 ± 15 −59 ± 16 22 ± 33 58 ± 18 149 ± 19 −26 ± 25

σ rs
y Normal to feed dir. [MPa] −3 ± 15 −60 ± 18 −248 ± 8 −49 ± 14 −175 ± 11 135 ± 24 −129 ± 42

σ rs
45◦ 45◦ to feed dir. [MPa] 18 ± 12 212 ± 18 2 ± 18 271 ± 19 81 ± 12 408 ± 33 189 ± 32

σ rs
1 Max. principal stress [MPa] 18 ± 14 215 ± 19 28 ± 15 273 ± 26 123 ± 14 408 ± 30 194 ± 37

σ rs
2 Min. principal stress [MPa] −18 ± 14 −259 ± 19 −336 ± 15 −300 ± 26 −241 ± 14 −124 ± 30 −349 ± 37
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Fig. 13 Maximum principal residual stresses σ rs
1 vs. step over ae and

application of ultrasonic assistance (a) and vs. application of cooling
lubricant and of ultrasonic assistance (b); max. principal residual stress

profile in direction of the specimen thickness σ rs
1 (z) after finishing

milling (tests 1 and 2) with and without ultrasonic assistance (c)

related to the enhanced tensile stresses at the surface. It
should be noted, however, that due to the coarse and textured
weld microstructure, the uncertainties of measurement at
this depth exceed ±150MPa and an accurate evaluation is
unfeasible.

4 Discussion

The results presented exhibit significant advantages of
ultrasonic-assisted milling for processing of additive man-
ufactured NiCrMo alloys. The finishing milling was per-
formed after the weld metal was post weld heat treated
as recommended and shows high mechanical strength. A
good correspondence with the findings of other authors,
who investigated ultrasonic-assisted machining of hard-to-
machine high strength materials, was observed [21–24].
Thus, the results from recent investigations showed also pri-
marily a reduction of the cutting forces [23] and lower resid-
ual stresses resulting from the ultrasonic-assisted milling
[24]. In this study for the first time a direct quantitative
comparison between the cutting forces and the surface resid-
ual stresses could be achieved by application of USAM
with ball end milling tools. Thus, the measured values
of the presented milling experiments and surface integrity
investigations show an almost linear significant relation-
ship between the maximum principal residual stresses at
the milled surface and the average of mean resulting cut-
ting forces during milling process between approx. 30 and
400MPa showing a model quality of R2 = 0.80, cf. Fig. 14.

In addition, the results show that the influence on
the microstructure below the surface can be reduced by

application of ultrasonic assistance. Especially in case of
omitting cooling lubricants during milling, a significant
improvement regarding topography and surface defects is
evident. Consistent with other authors [18–21, 23, 24], this
is to be attributed to a reduced friction in the removal
process between tool and workpiece. Another explanation
for this is also described by other authors as microchipping
effect [22]. In association with a decrease in total time of the
cutting edge engagement at surface due to the component
of the superimposed ultrasonic movement of tool tip in
cutting direction, ultimately, the result is a lower thermal
effect and, therefore, a lower strain and plastification at

Fig. 14 Maximum principal residual stresses σ rs
1 vs. average of mean

resulting cutting force Fres,m for all milling tests
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the surface. Furthermore, the component of the ultrasonic
movement of the oscillating tool respectively the cutting
edge in direction of the workpiece surface leads to a rather
increased densification of the peripheral zone, which could
also be shown by means of higher compressive residual
stresses below the surface or subsurface. Similar findings
for mechanical influencing of the surface by the cutting
tool were reported by Wang et al. for conventional ball end
milling of IN718 [28].

The observed effect of enhanced surface integrity should
also be reflected in the performance of finish milled
AM components. It is assumed that the lowered residual
stresses as well as the thermo-mechanical influence on the
microstructure in the peripheral zone and the substantially
diminished extent of the white layer together with the
lowered defect density will significantly increase the
performance and safety of the components and improve
the service life [5, 6]. A confirmation of this should
be the focus of detailed investigations. In such research,
it is also advantageous if the surface morphology can
be determined and evaluated very exactly by means of
high-precision measurement technology after both the
AM and the finishing milling processes [9]. It could be
shown that the greatest differences in the resulting surface
integrity occurred for dry milling experiments regarding
the application of USAM. Therefore, also future analyses
regarding this should consider different cooling strategies,
and process temperature measurements in comparison
between ultrasonic-assisted and conventional ball end
milling. As the tool wear was not considerable in this
study due to the sample size and was also not considered
in depth, it is recommended for further investigations to
examine this in more detail by means of new evaluation
or optimization methods and different cooling strategies,
similar to the investigations by Sigh et al. [13], in order
to be ultimately able to prove a high economic efficiency
for these processes. Besides that, the presented results
should be verified in a cross-material study for example
at hard-to-machine CoCr and FeNi alloys in the next
steps. Furthermore the implementation of optimization
methods into the milling process [13, 22, 27] should
extend the service life of the tools. Apart from that the
milling experiments should be connected to more extend
to the surface morphologies achieved by the additive
manufacturing steps to establish optimized finishing milling
strategies and machining conditions [9]. Moreover, it is of
great importance that the cutting edge kinematics in the
process are also considered, e. g. bymathematical modelling,
in order to have a better understanding of ultrasonic-assisted
milling, especially for the complex case of ball nose end
milling tools. In this study inclination angles of the tool
of 45◦ were used, as other authors reported optimal results

regarding machining process and surface morphology [27].
In one of the next steps, it will be a major task to
find optimized inclination angle ranges for best ultrasonic
efficiency for contour milling, according to [27, 28, 32].

This should be also an important contribution for a corre-
lation of the process conditions and the subsurface morphol-
ogy by further EBSD analyses of the machined specimens
[5, 12, 33]. Although, literature supports the presented
results for several conventional manufactured materials of
the subsurface deformations [16]. In the present study, these
effects were initially shown for additively welded and post
weld heat-treated specimens. However, it has to be noted
that additive manufacturing due to welding results in rather
inhomogeneous and anisotropic materials and properties.
Therefore, the occurring deformations and changes in the
microstructure may also be influenced by the local proper-
ties or property gradients of the welded material [8]. Hence,
further targeted experiments should likewise focus on the
specific behaviour due to local inhomogeneity. Besides dif-
ferent machinability characteristics and, therefore, unstable
or discontinuous machining conditions at different loca-
tions or orientations of a specimen or component, this
inhomogeneity may also influence the residual stress assess-
ment. As the difference in occurring residual stresses within
deposited weld metal is commonly known, this should be
considered for further residual stresses evaluation, espe-
cially in a condition without PWHT. And there would be
another problem being taken into account, a significant
component distortion or deformation due to the release of
residual stresses during machining [4, 34].

Further investigation will also focus other materials,
which are hard-to-machine, like mentioned, CoCr alloys and
austenitic FeNi alloy to prove a cross-material benefit of
the ultrasonic-assisted milling for additively manufactured
or repair welded components. On the basis of the results of
other authors which found beneficial effects for ultrasonic-
assisted milling for several hard-to-machine Ti, Ni and
steel alloys, e. g. [19, 24, 26], it can be strongly assumed
that these processes are also suitable for other materials.
Another promising application may be the machining of,
for example, new and innovative material classes such as
intermetallic FeAl (iron aluminide alloys) [35].

5 Conclusions

In the present study, machining by means of contour
milling with ball end milling tool of an wire arc additively
manufactured NiCrMo alloy (IN725) was investigated.
In the experiments for the first time ultrasonic-assisted
milling was analysed for this material in comparison to
a conventional milling process applying different milling
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parameters. The cutting forces and the influence on the
resulting surface integrity were analysed. The following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The resulting cutting force revealed to be significantly
reduced if ultrasonic assistance was applied in the
milling process. Milling condition omitting usage of
cooling lubricant exhibited the greatest reduction of
the mean resulting cutting forces by approx. 20%
applying USAM compared to conventional milling.
In accordance to other authors [23, 24], this is
presumably to trace back on a reduced contact time
of the cutting edge with the component surface and,
therefore, less friction during the cutting process when
applying USAM.

(2) The superimposed ultrasonic oscillation of the tool
with a frequency of approx. 47.8 kHz under oth-
erwise identical machining conditions results in an
improved surface morphology. Particularly under dry
milling condition, a considerably lower defect den-
sity and, thus, approx. 30% lower values regarding
roughness parameters revealed for USAM compared
to conventional milling.

(3) In comparison to conventional milling, USAM revealed
positive effects on subsurface morphology due to
a significant reduction in the extent of the severely
deformed areas. Additionally, the rather detrimental
white layer formation could be diminished to a
thickness in the range of the detection limit.

(4) Lower tensile residual stresses with a reduction of up to
200MPa or 60% on the top surface of the sample
machined with ultrasonic assistance are observable even
under machining conditions using cooling lubricant.

(5) A significant linear correlation between the mean
resulting cutting forces and tensile residual stresses
on the top surface was found. This initially indicates
the relationship between milling-induced mechanical
loading of the surface and residual stress evolution for
comparative studies of ultrasonic-assisted and con-
ventional milling. Note that thermal stresses due to
milling by temperature measurements were not con-
sidered in this investigation and have to be analysed
in further studies for an in-depth understanding of this
phenomenon.

(6) In comparison to conventional milled specimens, also
increased compressive residual stresses in subsurface
areas are evident. This overall significant reduction
of the manufacturing-related residual stress level in
the peripheral zone has the potential to inhibit the
initiation or formation of cracks or even to prevent
stress corrosion cracking during subsequent compo-
nent service. Moreover, this could be emphasized by

the reduction of the extend of severely deformed areas
and white layer formation.

It should be noted, however, that these results are
initially applicable to the materials and conditions used
in these milling analyses and are not simply transferable.
However, the high comparability with other studies using
different parameters and materials indicates that a good
transferability can be achieved by means of some additional
studies. Overall, the results indicate that an ultrasonic-
assisted milling has significant beneficial effects on the
surface quality, the subsurface morphology and the overall
manufacturing-related residual stress state, which was
revealed for ball end milled AM specimens of a hard-
to-machine NiCrMo alloy for the first time. Hence,
besides the transferability of the results to other hard-to-
machine materials or AM processing routes, optimization
studies regarding inclination angles and other basic milling
parameters are necessary for the next steps. With these
initial results, systematic analyses and an extended number
of parameters, materials, or even specifically altered
microstructures due to AM process conditions are to be
elaborated in future work. Further investigations should
also focus on the potential improvement of the safety
and performance as well as service life of finish milled
additively manufactured, repaired or modified components
from NiCrMo alloy due to the enhanced surface integrity.
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